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Abstract
We are currently making great strides in the field of ICTs, which is associated with the availability
of other larger volumes of information any species. There are problems with their analysis, storage, as well
as security in companies. The aim of the paper was to focus on the agricultural sector in terms of innovation.
In the presented article we deal with the issue of cloud computing and its use in management in agricultural
enterprises in Slovakia. We characterize cloud computing, its advantages and disadvantages, as well
as the current use of this service by agricultural entreprises in Slovakia. We used the method of questionnaire
survey and personal interview to investigate the above problems. We also focused on the study of cloud
computing and related issues from available foreign sources. The results show that agricultural enterprises
in Slovakia use cloud computing services less with comparing to the countries of EU.
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Introduction

these services in a transparent manner without
the user needing to know the details
of the underlying software and hardware.
It offers cost-effective development of scalable web
applications on a highly available fault-tolerant
infrastructure (Wazzan and Fayoumi, 2012). Cloud
computing is used for efficient data processing
to make better decisions. It is an affordable,
scalable and highly available platform technology
(Tan, 2016). Many companies are interested
in moving from their old system to a cloud computing
system, with a view to minimizing the cost of using
computing resources (Amanatullah et al., 2013).
Cloud computing is a way to integrate a stateof-the-art background computing infrastructure
to provide computing services to a large number
of users (Goraya and Harjinder, 2015).

The development of ICT in business increases
the dependence of enterprises on their use
and managers must pay an necessary attention
of this. ICT penetration also influences agricultural
enterprises (Szabo et al., 2017). Their development
influences economic environment and ranks among
factors of business prosperity and competitiveness.
Nowadays, it is not possible to manage enterprises
and take professional decisions without information
and using of ICT (Bolek et al., 2018). Some
professionals consider cloud computing to be
a significant advance in the area of development
of computing technology over the last decade
(Rajaraman, 2014). It is a new generation
of information technology that integrates grid
and cluster computing, virtualization, distributed
processing, and computing (Sui and Sui, 2018).
Cloud computing is a model that provides
convenient network access to shared configurable
computing resources on demand, which can be
quickly provided and released with minimal
effort in the area of management or interact
from the service provider (Mell and Grance,
2011). The goal of cloud computing is to deliver
applications over the Internet using hardware
and software existing in data centers that provide

Choosing the right service model is a crucial success
factor for a business. Therefore, it is necessary
to understand what each model involves, what
responsibility the cloud service provider as well
as the consumer himself has. There are 3 cloud
service models: Software as a Service (SaaS),
Platform as a Service (PaaS), Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS) (Figure 1).
SaaS is the provider's applications that run in a cloud
infrastructure, and these applications are accessible
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Source: Gartner (in Schalk 2010)
Figure 1: Examples of cloud computing services in single modules.

to the consumer from various client devices either
through a web browser or through a programming
interface. The provider
manages the entire
infrastructure, networks, servers, operating systems,
storage, as well as the applications themselves.
The consumer has the option to configure only some
user-specific application parameters. PaaS provides
the ability to deploy consumer-created applications
to the cloud infrastructure. With PaaS, the provider
also manages the cloud infrastructure. However,
in addition to the possibility of setting the application
parameters, the consumer also has control
ver the entire application. With IaaS, the consumer
also does not manage the cloud infrastructure,
but has control over the operating systems, storage
and deployed applications. Limited control
over selected network components is also possible
(Mell and Grance, 2011). Data as a Service (DaaS)
is less talked about compared to the above layers,
as many vendors currently offer cloud services
in one or all of these layers. Given that people
in the research field are interested in using
the cloud, there is great interest in the availability
of data as a service, especially for geographic data.
It is thus the provision of valuable data as a service
over the Internet on the basis of payment for its use
(Patil et al., 2012).

The hybrid cloud is a combination of public
and private cloud; offers services from both public
and private sources (Wazzan and Fayoumi, 2012).
Many companies are implementing private clouds
on their premises due to distrust of data security.
With a private cloud, an enterprise can design,
develop, and implement a customized cloud service
and have complete control over data and other
security issues, which is not possible in a public
cloud (Wang, Rashid and Chuang, 2011).
Hori, Kawashima and Yamazaki (2010) report
the following benefits of cloud computing:
-

lower start-up costs,
unrestricted
allocation
of
resources
on request,
maintenance and updates are performed
in the background,
easy and rapid development, including
cooperation with other cloud systems,
more opportunities for the development
of global services.

Patel and Patel (2013) include to the benefits
of cloud computing its easy service management
(there are no worries about procuring of licences,
hardware, data center operations), scalability (easy
extensibility of the service with new users), device
and location independence (the way of accessing
to the cloud can be your computer, someone else's
computer, smart phone or solar powered touch
pad). Abdalla and Varol (2019) also see certain
issues with cloud storage services, such as control,
security, support, performance and vendor blocking.

Cloud
computing
includes
three
types
of deployment models: public cloud, private cloud,
and hybrid cloud. The public cloud offers services
to every consumer over the Internet, which means
that the cloud infrastructure is owned by a specific
organization that sells services to the public.
Private cloud offers services to selected customers,
which means that the cloud infrastructure is owned
by one organization, which manages it itself.

Cloud
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in the agricultural sector. With the introduction
of the latest technologies, management is very
simple. Cloud computing facilitates the storage,
management,
access
and
dissemination
of agricultural information quickly and at low cost
(Goraya and Harjinder, 2015). In the modern era
of cloud computing technology, it is very useful
to centralize an agricultural database (soil, weather,
research, crops, farmers, agricultural marketing,
fertilizer and pesticide information) in the cloud
(Choudhary, Jadoun and Mandoriya, 2016). Cloud
computing enables farms to provide all necessary
services at affordable costs (Patil et al., 2012).

3.

4.

Primary data are obtained by the questionnaire
method. Due to the scientific research activities
of our university (SPU in Nitra) and solved
research tasks at the Department of Accounting,
we focused on agricultural enterprises. The article
presents partial results of the research project
VEGA 1/0489/15 "Increasing the effectiveness
of managers' decision-making with the support
of information systems and accounting"
in the period of years 2015-2018 and research
activities 2019-2020. We examined the issue
of cloud computing in more detail using
the questionnaire method. The compiled
questionnaire was available online, where
we received answers from 73 respondents
(enterprises). We used the MS EXCEL spreadsheet
processor to evaluate the questionnaire. In addition
to the questionnaire, the following methods are also
used: analysis, synthesis, selection, comparison,
mathematical-statistical and graphical methods.
We also used the method of guided interview,
where we consulted supplementary questions
with managers of selected enterprises. Then,
we focused on the study of cloud computing
and related issues from available foreign sources.

With the growing use of mobile devices
and the development of wireless technologies,
cloud computing has become a widely used model
for providing services over the Internet (Alqahtani
and Arishi, 2020). Mobile cloud computing
is currently the primary element of research
direction in mobile applications (Hao et al., 2018).
Mobile cloud computing offers several benefits
to the agricultural sector. Without worrying about
investing in hardware and software, farmers can send
their requests for specific data via cloud services
using their mobile phones and internet connection.
The cloud service provider processes these requests
and sends back the results to clients (Athmaja
and Hanumanthappa, 2016). The integration
of cloud computing into the mobile environment
also provides other benefits, such as longer battery
life or lower processing load (Alonso-Monsalve,
Garcia-Carballeira and Calderon, 2018). Involving
cloud computing in the agricultural sector results
in efficiently higher production, cost control,
performance monitoring, and the like (Nanami
and Gonen, 2020).

Results and discussion
Information has long been one of the important
factors in increasing the enterpise's competitiveness
in the market. That is why it is important
for enterprises to pay increased attention
to innovations in the field of ICTs, as these are
currently the ones that greatly influence theirs
market position.

Mobile cloud computing is also important
in the field of accounting processing. There are
many applications that create invoices, track
income and expenses, generate financial statements
and other.

Based on the published questionnaire, we
received answers from 73 respondents. According
to the number of employees, we speak of small
and medium-sized enterprises, where 69.86 %
stated the number of employees less than 10;
8.22 % employ 11-50 employees and 21.92 % have
a number of employees in the range of 51-250.

Materials and methods
The main goal of this article is to present
the results of research in the field of cloud
computing, specifically its use in agricultural
enterprises in Slovakia. We specify the main goal
in more detail into sub-goals, which are:
1.
2.

introducing
the
advantages
and
disadvantages of using cloud computing
based on the answers of respondents,
comparison of selected aspects of the solved
problem with EU countries.

We were mainly interested in answers to questions
about the use of cloud computing in these
enterprises. Based on the obtained answers, we
introduce the following results.

clarification of cloud computing issues,
finding out the measure of use of cloud
computing in agricultural enterprises
in Slovakia,

Answers
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about the availability of data from the corporate
information system differ. 54.79 % of respondents
stated that access to data is possible only
from individual computers in the enterprise.
19.18% claim that they also have remote access
in the enterprise, which also allows them to work
from home. 13.70 % of respondents also use
external storage (cloud computing) and 17.81 %
said "I don't know" (Figure 2).

to move to the cloud in the near future. He also
gives figures from the most virtualized market
in the world, from Australia, where up to 54 %
of entrepreneurs use active cloud computing
and 25 % are considering using it.
The situation is different in the environment
of Slovak enterprises. 69.86 % of agricultural
enterprises use online communication with other
entities. It is mainly about online communication,
data transfer with the financial administration,
health and social insurance company. They are
followed by banks, suppliers and customers.
53.42 % of respondents indicated the operation
of the company's website (Figure 3).

Businesses that do not use cloud computing services
have their own information system with their
own database. These enterprises need employees
specializing in the care of ICTs which in turn
increases labor and personnel costs.
In cloud computing, the enterprise does not own
an information system or database, but leases
software and data storage from the company that
provides these services. Consequently, there are no
costs for employees who would take care of ICTs.
But there are costs for cloud computing services.

The use of an Internet connection for e-mail
communication is a matter of course for all 73
respondents. This is the most common way to use
cloud computing over a period of several years.
This is also confirmed by Eurostat research
for the period 2014, 2016 and 2018, when
on average 67 % of EU-28 enterprises also put
e-mail communication in the first place (Figure 4).

Štětka, M. (2014) states that cloud computing
enables small and medium-sized enterprises
to become competitive, given its scalability
and operating costs. For comparison - their research
in the Czech Republic states that only 5 % of IT
professionals use cloud services and 10 % plan

A more detailed use of cloud computing services
by enterprises in individual countries is shown
in Figure 5.
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Figure 2: Question no. 9 Data from your corporate information system is accessible.
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Figure 3: Question no. 7 For what purposes do you use an internet connection in your company?
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Source: Eurostat (2020)
Figure 4: Use of cloud computing services in enterprises of EU-28 by purpose – 2014, 2016 and 2018
(% of enterprises using the cloud).

Source: Eurostat (2020)
Figure 5: Use of cloud computing services in enterprises of EU-28 by purpose per a year 2018.

Businesses using cloud computing services
cite online access to data from anywhere
with an Internet connection as the biggest
advantage. We can say that in today's globalized
environment, this approach is almost everywhere
where an entrepreneur or manager needs it,

and the coverage of the Internet connection is
constantly expanding to less developed areas.
10.96 % of respondents agree on the other 2
advantages of cloud computing, namely in lower
initial costs, as well as in the fact that updates
and information security are handled by a company
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that provides cloud computing services (Figure 6).

which shows that two out of five enterprises are
forced to close within five years of experiencing
a major IT outage (Štětka, 2014).

On the contrary, 62.50 % of respondents consider
the biggest disadvantage of using cloud services
to be the failure of the Internet connection, which
will make it impossible to work with the data
needed for decision-making and management.
Only 37.50 % fear data misuse and 25 % data loss.
6.85 % of respondents also identified increased
operating costs as a disadvantage (Figure 7).

In the following figure we can see a comparison
of the use of cloud computing services
by enterprises in individual EU countries in 2018.
The Slovak Republic is almost among the last
countries with 21.10 %, which is also confirmed
by the results of our research. Finland is
the leader in the use of cloud services with 61.30 %.
On the contrary, Bulgaria is the worst with 8.30 %
(Figure 8).

The fact that the loss of the Internet connection is
a threat to enterprises using cloud computing is
also confirmed by the Gartner company's analysis,
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Figure 6: Question no. 10 - If you use cloud computing, state its benefits.
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Figure 7: Question no. 11 - If you use cloud computing, state its disadvantages

Source: author´s calculations
Figure 8: Use of cloud computing services in the EU-28 per a year 2018 (% of enterprises using the cloud).
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Conclusion

as 21 place in the use of cloud computing, where
only 21 % of enterprises use these services.

In the last decades, ICTs have been developing
at a rapid pace. If a company wants to stay
in the market, it needs to adapt to these changes.
The introduction of ICTs in the area of farm
management is a necessity. The requirements
for recording and reporting data for the management
needs of the managers themselves, as well
as for various external entities, are growing.
Today, we do not find an agricultural enterprise
that does not have its information system handled
automatically. The level of either computing
technology or implemented software is in single
enterprises various.

Based on the processed data, we obtained
an overview of the state of use of cloud computing
in agricultural enterprises in Slovakia. It is
important to realize how much this issue needs
to be addressed at this time.
The results of the research can be further used
in a more detailed analysis of these problems
with
the
application
of
mathematical
and statistical methods. Using the Chi-square test
of the square contingency, it is possible to examine
the dependence between the qualitative features
- the answers of the respondents to the individual
questions of the questionnaire.

Based on the research, we came to the conclusion
that agricultural enterprises in Slovakia still do
not trust cloud computing. Most enterprises have
their own information system with their own
database. Businesses using cloud computing have
cited online access to data as its biggest advantage.
On the contrary, they consider the failure
of the internet connection to be the biggest
disadvantage,
which
will
prevent
them
from working in the information system.

In our opinion, cloud computing is very
promising for the future, which is confirmed
by the opinions of foreign authors. The growth
of the use of cloud computing services can be
achieved by realizing more extensive and massive
foreknowledging of managers and business owners
about the possibilities of using cloud computing,
its advantages and disadvantages. Poor awareness
of new possibilities in the field of ICTs especially
in the agricultural field, causes the lagging progress
of these enterprises, which to a large extent also
ultimately affects their competitiveness.

The SR has large reserves in the use of cloud
computing services. Within the EU-28 countries,
according to Eurostat, the SR ranks as high
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